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Like most of you, I have spent most of my testing career using ISO 9126
as the standard for software product quality. This well-known ISO standard defines product quality by means of six main characteristics and a
number of so-called sub-characteristics (see Figure 1). The standard has
been very popular, not only with testers, but also with those involved in
requirements engineering and software development. For many years
it has even been one of the best selling ISO standards worldwide. As a
test professional, I always use the ISO 9126 product quality standard as
a (terminology) framework duringproduct risk assessments, and test
strategy and test approach determination. It is especially useful when
non-functional testing is part of the test process, which is almost always
the case (or should be the case).

Discussion items
The ISO 9126 standard is also used and/or referenced in the various ISTQB
syllabi, the ISTQB Glossary and many other text books. I have personally
trained many testers in this framework, on how to use it and how to
communicate on non-functional testing with stakeholders. Many liked
it and have adopted it in their day-to-day practice, although there were
also comments like:
▪▪ I’m missing accessibility!
▪▪ Surely security cannot be part of functionality?
▪▪ People familiar with RAMS were also complaining that availability
was missing.
The successor of ISO 9126, ISO 25010 (Figure 3) was released some years
ago, but until now has had little recognition uptake. I, too, have not
been using it. Usually I tend to keep things that have proven to work
and do not let myself be dictated to a new version, e.g. of a standard.
Most standards anyway have little added value. I had a quick look at ISO
25010, but it did not appeal to me.
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Functionality

Reliability

Accuracy
Suitability
Interoperability
Security
Compliance

Maturity
Fault-tolerance
Recoverability
Compliance

Usability

Efficiency

Understandability
Learnability
Operability
Attractiveness
Compliance

Time-behavior
Resource-utilization
Compliance

Maintainability

Portability

Analyzability
Changeability
Stability
Testability
Compliance

Adaptability
Installability
Conformance
Replaceability
Compliance

Figure 1: ISO 9126 quality model

History
In 1977, McCall proposed the idea of breaking down the concept of quality
into a number of quality factors. This idea has been followed by many
other authors who have tried to capture software product quality in a collection of characteristics and related sub-characteristics which, in turn,
are connected to indicators and metrics. By doing so, every author has
imposed his or her own hierarchically layered model of software product
quality. The International Organiz¬ation for Standard¬ization (ISO) and
the International Electro¬technical Commission (IEC) have followed this
concept and defined in 1991 a set of quality characteristics now known as
ISO 9126. This set reflects a huge step towards consensus in the software
industry and thereby addresses the general notion of software quality.
The original ISO 9126 from 1991 was slightly updated once in 2001.

SOFTEC Malaysia
At SOFTEC 2014 in Malaysia I met Prof. Azuma, editor of both the ISO 9126
and its successor ISO 25010. I attended his keynote and later had a talk
with him. It was then that I started to understand the background and
reasons for replacing ISO 9126 with ISO 25010. It was not a replacement
as such, but a replacement against the background of evolution in ICT,
e.g. stronger microprocessors, bigger memory, better displays, more hard
disk storage, and improved communication networks (see Figure 2). The
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ICT evolution has enabled the development of new application systems,
which in turn needed different quality properties. In 1991, when 9126 was
originally released, there was no Google, no Facebook, no smartphones,
no cloud computing, no e-commerce, etc. The IT landscape, i.e. its application, has changed dramatically over the last 20 years due to the
possibilities the ICT evolution has provided to organizations.
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Figure 2: ICT Evolution

Software quality is core
With systems becoming more and more complex and larger, the quality
of the underlying software is essential for business success. The critical
nature of software systems has increased enormously. Applications
today are different to those of 20 or even only 10 years ago; they also
have different needs for product quality:
▪▪ Interactive customer software has high needs for usability and
co-existence

Appropriateness recognizability

Learnability
Operability
User error protection
User interface aesthetics
Accessibility

Figure 3: ISO 25010 product quality model

◼

▪▪ Internet and open systems have high needs for security and interoperability
▪▪ Mission critical systems have high needs for functional correctness
and reliability.
In practice, ISO 9126 is still the most commonly used software quality
characteristic standard. However, ISO 25010 is gradually becoming more
popular. ISO 25010 standard was developed to replace ISO 9126 based on
the ICT evolution enabling the development of new application systems,
which in turn needed different quality properties. I now understand, the
ISO 9126 framework needed to be updated to cope with the today’s ICT
world and its applications. It was not a change for the sake of changing.
The new software product quality standard ISO 25010 is available and
should become the leading standard for testers and other software disciplines as soon as possible. Interesting enough some of the issues raised
on 9126, as stated earlier in this column, have also been addressed. Let’s
adopt this new framework and start using it in our day-to-day testing
practice.
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